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SMS PROJECTOR PRECISION CM V

Keeps the projector in the right position - at any height.

SMS Projector Precision CM V has a clever telescopic arm - just choose length and adjust the
image simply and accurately. SMS Projector Precision CM V will hold heavy projectors secure
in the selected position. 
Fine adjustment, including tilt, is made directly on the projector bracket, without need for tools.
This minimises the need for image adjustment on the projector, and gives significantly more
rapid and easier installation. Cables are concealed in the cable holder of the column. A
universal slide is included, to be used with most heavy projectors, up to 20 kg load weight. A
very stable solution that is also easy to service. Available in four versions that measure, when
fully extended, 535, 735, 1235 and 1735 mm, respectively.

New version avaliable:

A new smart, white ceiling cover for improved fitting
For simpler and more attractive installation, there is a new inner ceiling cover that can
be mounted last, after all the cables have been laid.
All plastic fittings have  been updated to white
Shorter arms, suitable for use with projectors with small hole patterns.

Maximum load: 20 kg. Finish: white.

Mount from light rigging? 
Use our SMS Clamp (FS040013) together with SMS Projector Precision CM V to attach the
projector mount from a light rigging. SMS Clamp fits all lengths. Maximum load weight 15 kg
when using SMS Clamp.

PP120001 
SMS Proj Precision CM V385-535

PLACEMENT Ceiling

TILT: PLUS 3

TILT: MINUS 3

SWIVEL: PLUS 8

SWIVEL: MINUS 8

ROTATION: PLUS 3

ROTATION: MINUS 3

MAX WEIGHT [KG] 20

WARRANTY [YEARS] 5

ARTICLE NUMBER
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PRODUCT VARIATIONS

PP120001 - SMS PROJ PRECISION CM V385-535

PP120002 - SMS PROJ PRECISION CM V485-735

PP120003 - SMS PROJ PRECISION CMV735-1235

PP120004 - SMS PRO PRECISION CMV1235-1735

ACCESSORIES

SMS SUSPENDED CEILING PLATE
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